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We are very pleased to present our first Maritime 
Information System (MIS) newsletter, whose re-
lease marks the beginning of the MIS project, a joint 
SODES-Innovation maritime initiative dating from 
March 2016.

The project’s main goal is to set up a system to col-
late, process and disseminate data that is useful for 
marine-sector stakeholders. The project is being car-
ried out under the auspices of the Marine Industry 
Forum and involves a number of partners who share 
their data, experience and expertise to offer an es-
sential information tool to individuals interested in 
the marine sector’s development. We are pleased to 
point out that the following are involved in project 
implementation: the five Canadian port authorities 
(CPA) located in Québec, Transports Québec, the 
Secrétariat aux affaires maritimes (Maritime Affairs 
Secretariat), Transport Canada, St. Lawrence Shipo-
perators and the Canadian Coast Guard.

The anticipated time frame for developing the en-
tire information system is two years. Ultimately, in 
addition to the MIS newsletters, users will be able 
to query the database online using a web interface 
whose development will begin this fall. 

The MIS newsletter, to be published four times a 
year, will be enriched as we are able to access and 
utilize various data sources (INNAV, AIS, CPA, CHS, 
MARSIS, etc.). Numerous databases will be linked to 
provide value-added information such as economic 
activity indicators and performance indicators af-
fecting maritime traffic. Close collaboration with the 
ports will enable us to make new information about 
goods shipping in Québec available. 

In this first issue, we have chosen to present an over-
view of vessel traffic over the past ten (10) years. This 
data comes essentially from the INNAV data bank, 
whose use presupposes certain information proces-
sing assumptions. Please refer to the section “Me-
thodology Notes” at the end of the newsletter for 
information on the assumptions used. 

We hope that you will enjoy perusing this first news-
letter. We are working non-stop to enhance upco-
ming issues in order to make them the reference in 
marine-sector related information in Québec. We 
welcome your comments and suggestions. 

Happy reading! 
 
Nicole Trépanier, President and CEO
SODES

Sylvain Lafrance, Executive Director 
Innovation maritime
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VESSEL MOVEMENTS

The period 2006-2015 was used for analysis purposes to gauge shipping traffic trends on the St. Lawrence. 
During this time, the number of vessel movements recorded on the St Lawrence and Saguenay rivers by the 
Canadian Coast Guard’s Marine Communications and Traffic Services (MCTS) varied between 7300 and 8800 
voyages. A slight downturn is noted between 2006 and 2015 and the impact of the economic crisis of 2008 on 
goods transport is also clearly illustrated in 2009. Only Ro/Ro ships seems to have been spared in 2009, but a 
significant decline has been observed since 2010. The decreases in shipping traffic recorded in 2013, 2014 and 
2015 are linked in particular to the slight decrease in bulker and tanker movements.

Chart 1 
Vessel movements (2006-2015)

Sources: Innav, Innovation maritime

The number of vessel movements gives an overview of traffic density on the St. Lawrence. However, this infor-
mation must be correlated with vessel loading capacity.
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CHANGE IN VESSEL LOADING CAPACITY

Although a slight downturn in bulker and tanker traffic has been observed in recent years, the loading capa-
city of these vessels appears to have risen over this same period. The chart below shows the change in dead-
weight1 (tonnes) of the vessels navigating the St. Lawrence and Saguenay.

Chart 2 
Average vessel deadweight (tonnes)

Sources: Innav, Innovation maritime

Over this period, average bulker transport capacity increased from 40 000 tonnes to almost 55 000 tonnes. The 
same is true for tankers, whose deadweight rose, on average, from more than 30 000 tonnes in 2006 to close 
to 40 000 tonnes in 2015. 

1 A ship’s “deadweight” or “dead load” is the maximum load it can carry; this equals its load displacement (ship’s total weight under 
maximum load) minus its light displacement (lightship’s total weight, i.e. without cargo or supplies).
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SEASONALITY OF SHIPPING TRAFFIC 

The fact that the St. Lawrence is navigable year-round enhances its competitiveness. However, closure of the 
St. Lawrence Seaway during the winter months has direct repercussions on shipping traffic. Analysis of mon-
thly averages in terms of voyages in 2006-2015 clearly shows this factor’s importance.

Not only is the St. Lawrence the gateway through which vessels seeking to gain entry to the Great Lakes must 
pass, trade between these two regions is important for Québec. In fact, although there is vessel traffic specific 
to the Great Lakes area, most shipping traffic travelling the St. Lawrence toward the Great Lakes involves a 
point of origin, destination or stopover in a St. Lawrence port regardless of whether ships load/unload com-
pletely or partially. In 2006-2015, vessel voyages to the Great Lakes that simply transited the St. Lawrence 
without making any stops represented a maximum of 50 voyages per month.

Chart 3 
Average number of monthly voyages (2006-2015)

Sources: Innav, Innovation maritime

Another factor to consider in the monthly analysis of traffic is the tourist sector’s contribution. At the height of 
the tourist season, just over 100 vessel movements are recorded per month.   
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VESSEL AGE

Average vessel age for most types of ships has been declining since 2006. Fleet renewal is especially marked 
for bulkers and general cargos ships, due, in part, to abolition of the 25% customs tariff on importing mer-
chant ships. The Canadian government adopted this measure in 2010 and, since that time, a number of Cana-
dian ship owners have invested in renewing their fleets. 

Chart 4 
Average vessel age

Sources: Innav, Innovation maritime

Following this fleet renewal, the average age of vessels calling on St. Lawrence ports is 10 to 15 years. Still 
today, there are differences in the average age of vessels transiting the St. Lawrence, compared to the interna-
tional fleet as a whole. In 2014, the bulkers navigating the St. Lawrence were, on average, 6 years older than 
the average for the international bulker fleet as a whole. Another significant gap can be observed for general 
cargo ships. In 2014, those entering the St. Lawrence were almost 13 years younger.  Internationally speaking, 
these ships may be confined to regions of the world where older ships are less problematic then in industria-
lized countries. This reality tends to increase the average vessel age of the international fleet, thereby making 
comparisons less significant for this type of ship.
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The international maritime industry is evolving 
constantly and the St. Lawrence maritime indus-
try is no exception. Ships are getting bigger so as 
to enable shippers to reduce their transport costs, 
new vessels are being built when market condi-
tions are favourable, and, in some cases, they are 
registered in countries offering the possibility of 
lower operating costs. These changes can be seen 
in Québec and elsewhere in the world. All Québec 
maritime industry stakeholders closely monitor 
world trends and work together to integrate these 
changes, in keeping with the characteristics of the 
St. Lawrence and Saguenay rivers.

SHIPS’ COLOURS 

Over the study period, ships flying Canadian colours accounted for less than half of all voyages on the St. 
Lawrence. The relative share of Canadian vessels over total voyages has remained virtually unchanged (± 
35%) over the past 10 years, apart from peaking at 39% in 2012 and bottoming out at 29% in 2015. Among 
the others, we find the flag registries of the four countries (Panama, Liberia, Marshall Islands and Hong Kong) 
which, in 2014, made up close to 57%2 of the world fleet. The other foreign flags most often seen on the St. 
Lawrence are also heavily represented in the world fleet.

Sources : INNAV, Innovation maritime

Table 1 
Average vessel age – International fleet and vessels entering the St. Lawrence River (2014)

Sources: CNUCED, Innovation maritime, INNAV

The average age of tankers navigating the St. Lawrence is 7 years lower than that of the international fleet. 
Although there are no guarantees, younger tankers can help reduce the risk of incidents on the St. Lawrence. 

NEXT ISSUE
• Details on the size of ships navigating the St. 

Lawrence and Saguenay rivers
• A portrait of shipping traffic between Québec’s 

main ports2 UNCTAD, Review of Maritime Transport, 2014.
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METHODOLOGY NOTES

SHIP MOVEMENTS AND VOYAGES

A ship movement or voyage is generally defined as travel between a point of origin and a final destination. 
This is also how the INNAV database defines a ship’s voyage. For INNAV, a voyage generally begins when a ship 
leaves a location, such as a port or mooring, and ends when it finds itself in another, similar location. When the 
ship then leaves this second location, a new voyage is created in INNAV. A ship arriving from Europe can also 
go directly to its port of destination. For example, we would find the following voyage in the database:

• 66 West - to - Québec City pier 51

However, the ship could stop at a mooring point before arriving at its destination. By creating a new voyage 
for each movement, INNAV records two distinct voyages as follows: 

• 66 West - to - Trois-Pistoles mooring
• Trois-Pistoles mooring - to - Québec City pier 51

In this case, both voyages are also recorded in Maritime Information System analyses. To eliminate double 
counting, the INNAV data would have to be manipulated. For the time being, as far as possible, the Maritime 
Information System keeps INNAV data intact. This approach tends to overestimate the number of voyages, but 
allows the ship’s point of origin and final destination to be kept for subsequent analyses. Furthermore, there 
are not enough of these cases to unduly overestimate voyage counting.

This situation can get complicated when the ship moves from one mooring point to another. In such cases, 
INNAV creates three voyages to obtain a movement equivalent to the initial example in which the ship would 
have stopped only once.

• 66 West - to - Trois-Pistoles mooring
• Trois-Pistoles mooring - to - Québec City mooring 
• Québec City mooring – to – Québec City pier 51.

For the purposes of this newsletter, so as to avoid overestimating their number, ships’ voyages between two 
mooring points are not recorded. This avoids overestimation even if this occurrence is quite rare. However, to 
analyze the use of moorings by vessels, the original data is preserved just in case. 

INNAV also records vessel movement within a given port. A voyage is created when a ship changes berth. For 
this newsletter, voyages within a port zone are not included in estimated vessel movements in order to avoid 
overestimating the number of ships’ voyages.

The terms voyage and movement are used interchangeably in this newsletter, unless otherwise specified. 
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VESSEL TYPES 

Only certain types of vessels are included when coun-
ting ship movements. Ferries and cruise ships have 
been excluded from the count since they generate 
several hundreds of voyages that do not give a clear 
picture of commercial vessel movement. Tugs and 
barges have not been included either. Tugs can travel 
for reasons other than passenger or cargo transport 
and in INNAV it is difficult to clearly determine the 
reason for a tug’s voyage. The same is true for barges. 
Not only can they be used for purposes other than 
transport, the majority are moved with the help of a 
tug. Given that only one ship’s name appears in an 
INNAV voyage, it is often the name of the tug that is 
recorded, not necessarily the name of the barge. So, 
when we try to follow barges’ movements in INNAV, 
some of them suddenly appear in different locations 
without clear mention of the route taken to get there.
INNAV classifies ships in different categories. To sim-
plify our analyses, INNAV’s ship categories have been 
grouped as follows:

Table2 
Vessel types and grouping 

ZONE OF INTEREST

A zone of interest is defined to count vessel move-
ments. The map below shows the zone of interest 
used. All voyages within this zone, “originating from” 
and “headed to” it, as well as those transiting through 
it, are included in our count.

Map 1 
Boundaries of zone of interest (Québec)

Sources: Innovation maritime


